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ABSTRACT
T h e peer-to-peer paradigrn gained more and more impact
in tlie last years. The reason Tor P2P arising now is related
to the continuous development of device capabilities in the
last years, like CPU power, storage space and bandwidth.
However, the demand for services and resources is permanently increasing, altliough the peers have a variety of other
resources themselves. In this paper we present the idea of a
P2P system acting as a service provider using the resources
of participating peers and stating guarantees on the quality
of the service it provides. In order to fulfill these service level
agreements, the peers confederate to a distributed superuisor of peer resources (DISPRO), monitoring the network,
predicling trends on resource availabilities and deciding on
resource allocation strategies. This paper discusses the challenges and a solution draft of the concept of DISPRO.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.3.3 [ I n f o r m a t i o n S t o r a g e a n d retrieval]: Systems and
Software-Distributed Supervision of Peer Resources

order t o provide services and functionalities, for which previously expensive server clusters were needed. Nowadays, two
main visible application areas exist for P 2 P networks: content distribution and communication/collaboration. While
P2P file sharing systems gained a negative reputation due to
copyright violations by the users, the principles of the P2P
paradigm enabled very efficient solutions for global content
distribution. On the other hand, Skype [30] provides a P2P
based telephony system made up completely of User clients.
Skype uses a server only for authentication and login purpcses.
What are the lessons leamed fmm the tremendow success
of P2P based applications? Due to the technical capabilities
of today's computer systems, it is possible for average consumers' computers to build mature complex systems scaling
to millions of participants, and providing new functionality.
Still great potentials are wasted, due to unused available
resources in P2P networks. Computer systems of nowadays
typically d o not use their resources fully, the capacity utilization is even very low. In the following we present a selection
of resources of interest:

General Terms

Online time enables the usage of the other resources.

Design, Algorithms, Reliability

Computational power for programs running in a sandbox environment, e.g. for simulations/calculations.
Encrypted storage space, e.g. for distributed d a t a
backup.
Available bandwidth, e.g. for fast d a t a dissemination
Human presence, e.g. for tasks needing human interaction
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1. INTRODUCTION
The peer-to-peer (P2P) paradigm gained in the last years
more ancl more impact on communication networks. Approximately 80% of todays internet traffic in the backbone
networks is caused by P2P traffic [2]. The reason is that millions of peers build networks and cooperate self-organized in
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This motivates the idea of a P2P system, which monitors
the available resources in the P2P network and acts as a
service provider for participating peers, harnessing the unused resources in the P2P system. \Ve name this system
DIstributed Superuisor of Peer ResOurces (DISPRO). Furthermore, DISPRO provides guarantees for the services it
offers in form of service level agreements (SLA) and manages the available resources in order to ensure t h a t these
SI,As are fulfilled.
In this paper we discuss the vision and challenges of peers
cooperating to create DISPRO. The paper is structured nc
follo\vs. In Section 2 we describe in detail the goals of DISP R O and in Section 3 attractive application areas. In Section 4 we present the challenges to build a DISPRO and
present preliminary solutions. In Section 5 we give a brief
ovcrview on rclated work on service guarantees and resource
rnanagement in P2P networks. Finally we give a conclusion
in Section G.

2.

FROM CELLS T 0 ORGANISMS: VISION
OF A DYNAMIC PEER-TO-PEER GRID

Ciirrent P2P applications are quite limit,ed in the service they provide to individual users. In typical applications (content distribution, communication/collaboration)
the P 2 P system enables peers t o find other peers that provide either a service of interest or find the peer corresponding
to a specific user. To be more general: P 2 P Systems provide
currently only information about which other peers in the
network provide the specific service of interest. Any further
cooperation between the peers is negotiated from single peer
to single peer. Consider the case that one peer demands 1
G B storage space from the P2P network for 10 days. It
is not feasible to find another peer in the network offering
exactly this service, that wants to stay online for this long
period of time, and additionally requests resources the first
peer offers. Long-term guarantees on service provisioning
cannot be made by single peers, as churn and the autonomy
of peers is characteristic for P2P networks.
In oilr vision of a P2P Grid system the P2P network forms
a virtual service ~ r o v i d e r .the DISPRO. which can be conin order to request any type of resource
tacted by each
for a time-span defined by the requesting peer. To pick up
the example from above: A peer requests 1 GB storage space
that should be available for 10 days. Furthermore the requesting peer can describe requirements on tlie quality of
service it requested, e.g. an availability of 99,9%. The request is expressed in form of a SLA (request-SLA).
In [10] we presented a dispatcher of single service requests
considering QoS in content distribution. DISPRO considers
service requests in a scale that no single peer can fulfill. The
DISPRO checks whether the reqriested resource reservation
can be granted based on resource monitoring and predictions and determines which kind of resources will be mostly
needed in the future. Based on this prediction the DISPRO
makes an offer consisting of two parts: a success probability
and a " price" (or "reward"). The reward is a set of services
provided t o the DISPRO in return for the requested service.
The reward is expressed in form of a SLA (reward-SLA).
The requesting peer can negotiate with the DISPRO an acceptable price by modifying the requirements for the quality
of service. For example the customer peer can decrease the
probability for fulfilling of the request-SLA e.g. from 99.9%
to 99%. The harder the requirements stated by the customer peer are, the more peers will be needed t o provide
the service supervised by the DISPRO. When both sides
agree on a contract, the requesting peer receives the service
it requested Tor the amount of time and with the quality of
service that is fixed in the contract. For the requesting peer
the inner structure of the DISPRO is irrelevant.
After having negotiated a SLA, the DISPRO picks peers
from the network and commands them to provide specific
service in order to meet the SLA requirements. Based on
the DISPRO's knowledge on the amount of resources available on each peer, the most appropriate peers are chosen.
The peer that reqiiested the service is in return contributing
the specific amount of resources determined by the rewardSLA. \Vitli this organized giving and taking of resources,
both tlie DISPRO exists (as it is made iip of peers) and the
individual peers receive resources they demand but do not
Iiave themselves.
Beforc disciissing the research cha.1lenge.s arising from tliis
visiori, we briefly present a selection of application areas.

3.

APPLICATION AREAS

The DISPRO provides a variety of resources that can be
used for several applications. In this section we present a
selection of three applications from which we assume to gain
considerate impact.

3.1

Distributed Computing

In 1988 Litzkow e t al. introduced a system called Gon,dor [22], that is designed to schedule computational jobs on
remote machines. Macliines that participate in the Condor
cluster provide information about their Status t o a central
cluster head, which determines which machine out of the
cluster should be used when starting a new computational
job or porting preliminary results from another machine.
In a P 2 P system where the peers cooperate and provide
a DISPRO, peers could negotiate with the DISPRO SLAs
guaranteeing tliat several computational jobs are calculated.
Typical jobs are simulation runs in research communities,
rendering in Computer graphics communities and analysis of
various d a t a like in SetiQHome [29] or in the GIMPS project
[9] looking for Mersenne primes. Machines are manually
added to the Condor cluster. Their computational power
and much more tlie amount of available memory determine
the speed of the calculations. The most important resource
they have to provide is their online time, as computational
jobs shoiild not be interrupted.
Machines lhat suit best to these requirements are choSen by the DISPRO to provide seivice for the network. The
processing tinie of the jobs can be shortened by dynamically
clioosing the best siiited machines and migrating jobs from
leaving machines. In return machines reqiiesting comput,ational power rnay provide e.g. storage space.

3.2 Backup Service
A reliable backup service is desirable in many areas. One
requirement in tliis context is, that the backuped d a t a is not
located physically close to the original data. In a P2P system with DISPRO, peers can demand backup space with a
specific guaranteed availability and provide in return storage
space as well (for other peers). As replicas of the backuped
d a t a are needed and peers may leave the network or fail, the
"price" for reliable backup space is high, e.g. storage space
10 times larger t,han the requested backup space may be demanded in the rcward-SLA. Still, local storage space is very
cheap and we assume t,hat providing reliable backup space
"somewhere else" is an attractive feature of a P2P system.

3.3 Globally Distributed Testbed
PlanetLab 1251 is a network consisting of currently 759
nodes distributed over the world. Only 200 are online on
average [31]. This network can be used t o research novel
network applications and protocols. PlanetLab is not large
enough for the evaluation of large scale distributed applications. Although it is one of the largest testing networks in
the world, it is not la.rge enough. Furthermore experiences
from PlanetLab iisers show that the nodes are constantly
overloaded (311.
A P2P network consists typically of much more peers than
PlanetLab provitles. Using a DISPRO based P2P system
wliicti cliooses appropriate peers to participate a t networktesting applications leads to inore detailed testbed results.
A saridbox enviroriinent aiid limitation that peers can only
conimunicatc~with othcr peers oiit of the sandbox could provide a miiiiinal level of security.

4.

CHALLENGES AND APPROACHES

In this section we discuss t,he challenges arising from the
idea of a DISPRO consisting orcooperating individual peers.

4.1

The DISPRO organism: cooperative peers

Long-term SLAs can only be negotiated between single
peers and a cooperative of other peers, as only a cooperative
built of peers can cope with churn and failing or malicious
peers. One of the most challenging issues in the design of
a DISPRO is, how the peers should be organized in order
to provide a higher intelligente cleciding wliich peer should
provide which kind of resource. T h e peers have to monitor
the network, predict trends, decide on SLA negotiations and
determine pricing strategies that make sure that relevant
resources will be available in future as well.
We propose that peers shall organize themselves in quorums. It is important to distribute the responsibilities of the
DISPRO in order t o avoid arbitrariness of single peers and
to solve the byzantine generals problem 1191. By the size of
the quorum one can adjust u p to how many malicious peers
the quorum may cont,ain before results yield by the quorum
are to be assumed as faulty.
Being part of the quorum is a service every peer can provide. Making decisions and analyzing d a t a does not require
any resource in great amount, as it consists only of varioiis
short-time calculations. However, membership and reputation models for distributed Systems are necessary to d o p t .
We assume that we have a dynamical set of peers participating in quorums. Solutions for this challenge exist, e.g. a
secure quorum-based membership mechanism for P2P systeins has been proposed in [I21 and (211. These quorums
define the DISPRO and decide actions needed to keep the
DISPRO functional and t o fulfill the guarantees asserted by
the DISPRO.

4.2 Resource Monitoring
Having achieved a cooperative of peers we proceed to the
next. step needed to create a DISPRO. T h e participating
peers provide different kinds of resources. We assume tliat
peers will contribute resources even without special incentives as most of the resources, like computational power, online time and bandwidth cannot be savedl aiid are wasted if
not used. The amount of these resources has to be measured
locally and aggregated in the network in order to provide
coarse-grained information on the available resources in the
network t o the DISPRO. Besides the local measurements
of each peer, user-given information or measurements by
other peers should be used as well in order to verify the results. The information about the available resources shoiild
be acknowledged by the quorum, reliably stored in the P2P
system ancl updated periodically.
Howevcr, resoiirce monitoring and presentation in a network with up to millions of participants is a challenging
task.
Several approaches for peer-monitoring have been proposed in literature. Most of thein rely on the Key-basecl
Routing fiinctioiiality [5] which enables the key-based roiiting of messages in a DHT. DHTs like Chord [32], Pastry [2S]>
C A N 1271 a.rid Kademlia 1241 enable this functionality, which
'Several applications exit where people contribut,e witlioiit
special inceiitivcs, like computational power for Condor cluster 1221 or Storage space for the Freenet project (71.

the information management architectiire iise to build a second overlay on the DHT. A classification of the information
management architectures can be made according how the
routing functionality is used. T-Man [16] and P2P-Diet [15]
use the existing overlay topology in order to flood the peer
information either purely unstructured [ l G ] or hybrid unstructured [15] in the network. T h e other class of solutions
build a structured over-overlay on top of the KBR-covered
DHT. This over-overlay establishes a tree-based structure
in which the information flows are managed. Astrolabe [34],
SDIMS [36], Somo 1371 and CONE [3] are t o name in this category. Besides these architecture, which are loosely bound
to the underlying overlay (e.g. [ l l ] ) , some solutions like DASIS [l]and Willow [35] exist which are tightly bound to an
overlay [I] or provide the overlay functionality themselves
i351.
fror DISPRO it is irrelevant which specific information
management architecture is chosen. T h e gathered information have to be analyzed afterward. Figure 1 shows the
main architecture of DISPRO for managing the required
peer resources. A selection of resources of interest has been
presented in Section 1. Research questions that arise are:
In which detail resource information should be aggregated?
Should the resource status of a peer be measured more frequently or should it be predicted? How t o store the status
information in a reliable distributed manner? 1s a "global
view" desirable or is it sufficient to restrict to local views?
b) Monitor and store resource status

Mern
Bandwldth
Storage 5 .

...

a) Build quorum

P2P Nehvork

F i g u r e 1: T h e m a i n a r c h i t e c t u r e of DISPRO: a coo p e r a t i v e of p e e r s

4.3 Predictions on Resource Trends
For predictions we aysume that the DISPRO knows which
resources are available in the network and also for which
amount of time. We plan the modeling of the whole resources available in the P2P network. Each local resource
status can be related to a peer specific value. Based on the
peer's online behavior, probabilities on the availability of its
resources can be calculated Tor several points of time in the
futiire. Fiirthermore, that average resource utilization can
be predicted based on usage histories.
Calculating valid predictions for several points of time in
the future is a severe challenge.
In order to evaliiate the quality of DISPRO we propose
to compare the amoiint of service provided by the DISPRO ( S ~ T V D I S P
with
R ~ the
) amount of requested service
( S e r . 1 1 ~or
~ ) t.hc total amoiint of resoiirces ( S e r v ~ , ~re)
sp~ctively.The following equation gives us a metric on the

amount of iinusecl resources in the system:
calculate price

One design goal of the DISPRO is to minimize Ser~„„,~.

4.4 SLA Negotiation
Assuming that the DISPRO knows trends on the resource
availability it can negotiate SLAs with peers with more certainty. When a peer requests a specific type of resource for
a given time and with a certain cluality of service, the DISPRO first calculates its costs to fiilfill the requested quality
of service.
For example when a peer requests backup space of 1 GB
for 10 days and guaranteed availability of 99,9%, the DISPRO checks which kind of peers are expected to be online in
the next 10 days. Based on their average availability and the
storage space they provide, the DISPRO selects e.g. 9 peers
providing storage space up t o 1 GB. The availability rate
of the backupecl d a t a is calculated based on the availability
probabilities of the chosen peers.
For modeling, let us consider 10 peers pi, each with an
expected online availability of Ai(t) dependiiig on the time
and each peer providing 1 GB storage space. The available
storage space has to be modeled, in order to guarantee the
availability of 1 GB storage space for 10 days. In this simple
rnodel the probability P„,(t) that a t least 1 GB is available
is

In order to make the model more realistic, it needs to be
extended with information on the available storage space on
each peer and the time needed to replicate d a t a from one
peer to another. This depends on the available bandwidth
of each peer. Modeling the current resoiirce status and the
requirements to fulfill a requested service is a challenging
endeavor we aim to solve in future.
However, based on the predictions made in the step before, the DISPRO can determine its costs to provide the requested service. In return the DISPRO states a reward-SLA
consisting of requested resources in order to gain a benefit
from the service contract. The DISPRO may have predicted
that a special kind of resource will be or is already scarce
in the system. Baqed on the resources the requesting peer
has available, a peer specific reward-SLA can be offered that
satisfies the needs of the system. Contract details are calculated rediindantly by peers chosen by a quoriim. Decisions
are made by the whole quorum.
In Figure 2 we summarize the steps that are taken in the
process of service registration in a P2P system with DISRPO.

4.5 SLA Enforcement
One main issue in payment based models is the enforcement of service clelivery and payment. A question that arises
in this context is, how to ensure that peers do not receive
service withoul paying for it? Although payment in our
DISPRO-based system consists of service that a peer has
to provicle, we cannot assume that peers voluntarily provide the reqiiestecl service. The service eacli peer provides
in return to scrvice it receives from the DISPRO has to be
monitorecl. Typically the peer provides the service fixed in
the rcward-S1,A it ncgotiated with the DISPRO. In order
to dctect mishehavior, tlie reputation of peers has to be

service

status
info
current

F i g u r e 2: SLA n e g o t i a t i o n w i t h DISPRO: a p r o t o c o l
walk-through
maintained. Liebau et al. present in [20] a token-based accounting scheme for P2P networks. Based on their work,
mechanisms to monitor the contribution of each peer can be
applied.
Nevertheless, if a peer is unwilling t o contribute, actions
has to be taken. In BitTorrent [4] the tit-for-tat strategy
enforces that each peer that downloads a chunk must u g
load as well. This defines a clear incentive to contribute.
The challenging aspect why tit-for-tat cannot be used easily is that the SLA is negotiated between a single peer and
the DISPRO, but service is provided from that single peer
to another peer in the network. Thus no direct tit-for-tat
mechanism can be used. Still, other incentives schemes exist. Appropriate incentive and reputation mechanisms [17]
have to be investigated and applied.

4.6 Security
Security is one of the main challenges in the idea of a dzslribuled supenrisor o j peer resources as it has to be applied
in any monitoring, decision making, and execution process.
Several questions arise: How to authenticate and identifj
peers? How to verify correct resource measurement? How
to agree on which actions are needed to be done for the DISPRO? Ho\v to agree on their priority? Furthermore, how to
enforce the payment of requested services? How should the
peers' reputations be stored, maintained and determined?
Due to lack of space, we do not go into detail which fiirther challenges on security exist and which solutions are
discussed in literature. In the context of functional challenges tlie security requirements has to be kept in mind.
With these, the research questions are more challenging.

4.7 Summary
In Summary, peers that acted previously as cells of single
interests, now cooperate in order to create a higher intelligence, the so called DISPRO. DISPRO decides what peers
have to do in orcler to preserve the f~inctionalityof the system and to provide best possible service quality to the peers.
The DISPRO monitors the available resources in the network, predicts trencls ancl ofi'ers services with guara.ntees on
the quality of service usiiig tlie resources of its peers. In
order to fulfill these SLAs, the DISPRO calculates rewards.
These relvards ahsorb icsoiirce leaks that are predicted by
the system. In conclusioii we s t a k tliat the predictioiis on
resource trends and thc SLA enforceinent have very promising benefits but introdtica scJverechallenges to P2P Systems.

5.

RELATED WORK

The idea of management of distributed resources is well
known in literature. Common approaches discussed in current literature can be classified in two categories: advancements in Grid computing or in P2P systems.
In Grid systems globally distributed service providers, like
companies or institutes, participate in a virtual organization. Each participant is bound by contracts to provide
a specific kind of resource, e.g. storage space. Stockinger
e t al. present in [13] a snapshot on the current view on
Grid research. The main differente of Grid systems to our
P2P-based approach lies in the uncontrollable behavior of
individual peers. Peers join and leave voluntarily, they also
control all of their resources and with this d o not provide
any guarantees.
In Grid systems resource providers are well known and
can be directly or indirectly controlled. Research on Grid
computing aims a t the development of Standards and tool
kits which can be used t o organize resource providers. Approaches t o loose the strict requirements for the participating resource sites try t o keep the Grid layer structure (331,
the CORBA middleware [18] or Virtual Organizations [14]
and use P2P based communication between the sites. The
main challenges are to provide a virtualization of the underlying resources in order to have a commonly usable resource
platform.
Several approaches for resource sharing for P2P systems
are discussed in literature. Most P2P based approaches
adopt the principles of publish/subscribe systems to P2P
networks in order to manage available resources in the network, like in [15], [8] and 1231. These publish/subscribe systems only act as a broker between single peers.
However, the proposed solutions focus on the discovery
of resources of single peers and not on the challenge, how
to provide long-term guaranteed service in P2P networks in
context of unreliable peers. For reliable service provisioning
several peers are needed, so that failures and churn can be
balanced. For this a higher abstraction level is needed, a
cooperative of peers, deciding on the required actions to take
and picking suitable peers. This is the focus of DISPRO in
our solution.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper discusses the challenges that arise designing a
P2P system that is able t o provide long-term service level
agreements. We introduce the idea of a distributed supervisor o j peer resources (DISPRO) which acts as a service
provider in the P2P system using the resources of the peers.
The DISPRO is a cooperative of peers that monitors the
resource Status in the P2P network, predicts resource availability trends ancl enters into SLA negotiations with individual peers.
In the P2P network we consider a set of resources, like
storage space, computational power or online time. Peers in
the network can request specific amounts of these resources
for a time Span. The DISPRO negotiates with the reqiiesting
peer a guaranteed QoS based on the resource availability
predictions and states a reward, wliich the requesting peer
has to contribute in the future in retiirn. This way it can be
prevented that specific resources are missing in the future.
We disciiss how the DISPRO can be designed to cope with
P2P characteristic constraints, like churn or the unreliability of the nodes. These constraints define the clifference to

solutions discussed in literature for P 2 P and Grid systems.
In Grid computing, participating sites are bound by contracts to provide service. Tliis lack of freedom leads to the
case that resource availabilities are easy to predict and with
this, service provision can be guaranteed. In contrast t o this,
we find in P2P systems voluntarily participating peers that
have totally freedom on provision of their resources. With
this freedom Comes the lack of guarantees in P2P systems.
DISPRO describes a balanced trade-off between freedom
of the peers on the one hand and guaranteed service provisioning by the system on the other hand: a system that
is baqed on voluntary participation of the peers, but which
is also able to provide guaranteed QoS. By the cooperation
of individual cells an organism of higher quality is created,
that provides a service each cell benefits from.
For future work, the authors aim a t solving systematically
the Open challenges in order to create a DISPRO and with
this enable P2P systems to provide long-term guarantees On
service provisioning.
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